Eagle Mobile+™

Product

Retailers’ need to manage inventory hasn’t changed, but mobility in today’s

Epicor Eagle
®

®

environment certainly has. Whether working inside or outside the four walls of
your business, you will eventually need to service customers or manage product
data on the spot. When you have instant information access along with the

Benefits
XX
Intuitively manage inventory

from anywhere you
have connectivity
XX
Provide list and loyalty pricing

ability to make changes immediately, you can reduce the time spent in front of
your workstation—which improves operational efficiency. Imagine if everyone
who works in your store could be this mobile. It’s possible with Eagle Mobile+.
Eagle Mobile+ is the next generation mobile platform for Epicor® Eagle®. This
app not only has an intuitive user interface but is also familiar to all those who

and inventory checks for a

utilize the Eagle RF-Based Eagle Mobile solution. Eagle Mobile+ provides the

customer in the aisle

core inventory management and physical inventory features you rely on in

XX
Quickly update physical

inventory and check the
count status of item lists
XX
Utilize existing label

Eagle. The main applications in Eagle Mobile+ are Inventory Management,
Location Management, Label Printing, and Physical Inventory. New applications
for Receiving/Purchasing, Analytics, Delivery, and Customer Relationship
Management will be available in future releases.

formats for consistent

Eagle Mobile+ is designed for today’s mobile platforms, iOS and Android™,

visual merchandising

which are widely available. This means making the solution available to more

XX
Check item sales by month,

last 12 months, or last year
from anywhere in the store

associates has never been easier. Eagle Mobile+ installs quickly and allows you to
update inventory, add UPC codes, and print new labels to maintain your shelves
from virtually any device.
You can also improve customer service by providing on-the-spot information for
customers on specific items. Eliminating the need to go back to the checkout
counter or workstation, Eagle Mobile+ can quickly check list price, loyalty price,
quantity on hand (QOH), quantity on order (QOO), and when the next order is
arriving on any item in real time.
With the freedom Eagle Mobile+ brings to you and your employees, your
business can focus on what is important—serving your customers.

Eagle Mobile+

XXWork from real-time inventory data and not out-of-

Key features

date data, while eliminating the need for uploading/
downloading data

Manage more on the retail floor
XXCheck last sale date and sales history by month, year-

to-date, last 12 months, or last year
XXCheck QOH, QOO, and arrival for the next order
XXChange retail price or replacement costs and write

directly to the master inventory file

Requirements
XXCurrently licensed Eagle, Release 26 or higher
XXTechnology Foundation Platform
XXOne or more iOS devices:

Provide faster customer service

○○ Apple® iPod touch® or iPhone® 3G or higher (4G

XXProvide quick price checks for customers in the aisle

recommended) Apple iPad® or iPad2
○○ Apple iOS 8.1 or higher

XXTell customers when their item will be arriving

XXAndroid 6.0 or higher with a high-quality camera

XXFind multiple locations of items for customers

XXMobile or Wi-Fi Internet access

Quickly reprint labels for an
entire location
XXQuickly scan an entire location in order and print out

new labels in the same order

Optional equipment
XXSocket Scanner Mobile

XXPrint labels on the fly with a portable printer
XXPrint to a laser printer with your own custom format

Eliminate shut-down days for inventory
XXTake physical inventory or cycle counts at any time

without closing your store
XXReduce mistakes from transferring pen and paper

counting methods
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